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with his sister-in-law, a fact that had resulted, it was rumoured,
in the premature death of his brother and later by that of the
widow, after he had tired of her. But nothing stood in the way of
this second marriage. The Bedouin's locks held the lady
enchained, for the beauty of his unshorn head had carried all
before it. It was said that the girl knew no greater happiness
than in bathing her henna-stained fingers lingeringly in the
succession of rippling waves that adorned his skull—which
hints of a prenuptial intimacy that is open to criticism. It appears
however that in the hot summer weather his locks had become
exaggeratedly tangled and caused him discomfort under his
gaily striped Kifiyeh. Now he could trust no untrained Bedouin
barber to comb and trim the exuberant crop but his attention was
called by an advertisement in a local newspaper to a Jewish
barber who had installed a modern hairdressing establishment on
the banks of the Jordan—one of those steps to civilisation
introduced under the benign influence of the British Mandate.
The Bedouin understood little of the vaunted benefits of
Elizabeth Arden's preparations but he gathered that the
Israelite was qualified to embellish, by trimming and anointing
with pungent perfumes and strange oils, his wonderful head of
hair.
Whether there was no mirror or whether he fell asleep under
the soothing touch of the barber's hand is not narrated, but the
hairdresser made a clean sweep of his client's locks and left his
scalp a dazzling shiny globe. Wave by wave his beauty fell to
the ground to be swept up by a humble shop assistant. It was
not until the sacrifice was complete that the Bedouin realized the
disaster that had befallen him, and then he set to and changed
the whole aspect of that shop. From under rivers of scent and
morasses of pomade the police excavated the Israelite, more dead
than alive, while the Bedouin, his bald head reflecting the summer
sunlight in undiminished glory, called all the saints of Islam to
witness his discomfiture. The Bedouin dared not recross the
Jordan. He feared that he would no longer find favour in his
lady's eyes and meanwhile he instructed a Syrian lawyer to
proceed against the barber, demanding compensation for the
tragedy. The barber too instituted a cross-action for assault and
damages, personal and material, and the gendarmerie was
enquiring into the case and had got on to the track of the
mysterious deaths of our young friend's brother and sister-in-law.
However, complicated as the whole affair appeared, it caused

